THIS EASY…
For substantial number of European consumers most
frustrating part of every day shopping is queueing for
check out. Especially when your basket contains but
a few items. As a remedy to this problem, Vimana
introduces the smallest member of Vimana Self
Check-out family of products: Cactus. It was designed
as a queue busting solution for larger stores or main
SCO unit for smaller format and convenience stores,
where cost and space savings are major concern.
Simple but sturdy construction of the unit consists of
solid, ﬂoor-attached base and rigid, upright frame,
capable of supporting multiple components in a form
of shelves or arms.
Main components include:

High sensitivity security scale with
bag holder
Vimana TouchPOS-50 control unit
as an all-in-one device with 15”
resistive touchscreen
Industry standard Datalogic Magellan
3200vsi CCD scanner
EFT arm, with attachment for wide range
of available terminals
Printer shelf with optional Fujitsu F410
thermoprinter or similar device
Three colour light pole with optional
sound module
Customer basket shelve
Unique design of our product provides a very small
footprint of the baseplate. Shelves and arms can be
attached to precisely ﬁt available space. In addition,
position of a customer in front of a device allows for
relatively narrow communication paths around the unit.
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Cactus can best serve customers with single handbasket,
providing accurate scan of even most difﬁcult, stained or
partly damaged barcodes. Location of a scanner makes
it very easy to position purchased items right in front of it
as customer moves them from basket to shopping bag.
Cactus allows for many cashless payment methods, but
the ﬁnal choice largely depends on retailer's requirement
and selection of appropriate ETF terminal.
As all SCO devices in our offer, Cactus comes with
dedicated middleware interfaces and is easy to integrate
with existing sales software, making implementation and
installation fast and cost efﬁcient.

HOW IT WORKS…

As an independent hardware manufacturer, we can offer
you devices, designed to match your speciﬁc preferences
and requirements. Customising options include:

colour schemes of the device
and guiding labels,
customer selectable peripherals
and their configuration,
integration with our range of retail
and restaurant products.

To make your experience with Cactus self check out as
fast and easy as possible, out team of experienced consultants and engineers will provide you with guidance on:

integration with existing software
applications,
help with operational procedures,
fast in-store roll out,
technical support for start up phase,
helpdesk and on-site services
for uninerupted service.

Technical data
UNIT WEIGHT:
UNIT DIMENSIONS (WxDxH):

62 kg
841x546x1686 mm

BASE DIMENSIONS (WxD):

470x546 mm

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
/ HUMIDITY:

0° C to +40° C
/ 90%

SCREEN DIMENSIONS:
CONTROL UNIT:
OPERATING SYSTEMS:
EFT TERMINAL:
PRINTER:
POWER CONSUMPTION

15” resistive touch panel
Vimana AirPOS PC
Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10
Customer selectable
Fujitsu T410 or any other,
customer selectable, thermal printer
approx.: 350W

For more information, please contact our sales team:
+48 607 287 287

